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Java is one of the most sought-after programming languages today. This course is designed to give students basic skills and knowledge about Java. Learn about object-oriented paradigms (OPPs) using functions, loops, conditional statements, and recursive algorithms to solve programming problems. Understand the basic mechanisms of the OOP paradigm, such as classes,
interfaces, inheritance, and polymorphism. Develop, design, and implement recursive algorithms to create, compile, and run basic Java applications. Various program classes using a networking interface to communicate other programs 01 - Java Overview Introduction Java Overview JavaTools (JDK, JRE, IntelliJ) Java Basic Operator Control Flow Class, Object and How Lesson
02 - Java Basic Introduction Memory Area Java Garbage Collection Type Package Access Control Interface Inheritance Polymorphism Lessons 03 Useful Library Data Structure Generic Solid Principles File and I/O Lesson 04 Features and Concurrency Object Annotation Functional Interface Symphonals And Thread Review Exception Extension Content Processing 05 Exchange
Information Networking and Communication Data Serialization Mini-Project Final Proctored exams should already familiarize yourself with the basics of Microsoft Windows by relying on proven certificates to fund free training for novice developers around the world who want to master the Delphi programming language, a nonprofit organization that provides additional incentives to
verify your achievements, add certificates to your resume, receive instructor-signed certificates, or post directly to LinkedIn to complete the course. Learning Delphi is the easiest way to access it from the guide's tutorial-based reference frame. Delphi started in 2005 as a history class on the evolution of (turbo) Pascal, and delphi evolved into a rapid application deployment
framework to provide high-performance, scalable applications for online and mobile delivery. After that, delpay explores what it really is and how to install and organize the development environment and meat and potatoes. Explore the main parts and tools of the Delphi IDE there. Create a simple project, write code, compile it, and run the project to start an overview of application
development through Delphi. You can then create a second simple Delphi application to learn about properties, events, and Delphi Pascal - learn how to work together by placing components in the form, setting properties, and creating event handler procedures. Before developing more sophisticated applications using Delphi's RAD capabilities, you need to learn the basics of
Delphi Pascal. At this point, you should think carefully about code maintenance, including code comments, and carefully consider how to clean it. Delphi Code Errors - A discussion of how to compile and avoid Delphi design, execution, and time errors. We also look at some solutions for the most common logical errors. Almost all Delphi applications use forms to display and
retrieve the user's information. Delphi armed us with a rich array of visual tools for creating forms and determining their properties and behaviors. You can use the property editor to write code that you can set at design time and dynamically reset it at runtime. Take a look at a simple SDI form and consider some good reasons to prevent your program from creating it automatically.
Delphi does not provide support for private edition databases, but you can create your own flat database to store all kinds of data without a single data recognition component. As the program becomes more complex during the development of large Delphi applications, it can become difficult to maintain source code. Create your own code module, which is a Delphi code file that
contains logically linked functions and procedures. Along the way you should explore how to collaborate on all the units of Delphi application with Delphi's built-in routines. The Delphi Ide (Code Editor) helps you move effectively in method implementation and method declarations and use the tool tip symbol insight feature to find variable declarations. Learning programming doesn't
mean you make a lot of mistakes. The problem is, sometimes you don't know if you're making them. While coding first-year college students, I saw the same error coming out repeatedly, and I made the same mistakes as I did when I was learning. So here is my list of the best beginner mistakes to avoid... 01. The number one mistake you can make as a feary and self-doubting
novice programmer is to think you're not good enough, not smart enough: you have the wrong type of brain, and you just can't get it. I think someone can at least learn to program to the basic level, if they stick to it. The code will initially look like an incomprehensible wall of an alien language. That is normal! But it's really logical to learn a little bit about what each part does, to be no
longer afraid, and to know what it means. There are obviously elements of natural talent for programming and logical thinking, but it's far more than the effort and time spent connecting in code, reading tutorials, and finding documents. Master your fears, or fear will become your master! Or something. Scratch is a fun way to learn programming concepts and I would advise all
beginner programmers to play with drag and drop visual programming tools Scratch. It's a great way to learn programming concepts such as loops, if conditionals, variables, and arrays without mistyping code and postponing it. Because there is no typing! It's increasingly being used to introduce programming in schools, and we can't recommend it enough.02 How to want messy
code formatting Experienced programmers can discover messy formatting almost immediately for beginners, such as poor indentation of code or inconsistent use of new lines and spaces. Many languages, such as JavaScript, do not impose many restrictions on how code is formatted. JavaScript interpreters will do their best to execute the code no matter how much the code is
placed. This can lead to a beginner's formatting somewhat accidental. This is a mistake because code indentation is one way to display a logical structure. If you tap or spac the code at the edge of the window, you'll see where functions, loops, and conditionals start and end, so you can make sure all your code is in the right place. JavaScript allows you to define functions within
other functions, so it's very easy to declare a function in the wrong scope or create 30 functions per second in setInterval unless you watch where the curly braces start and end. There are various rules about how to format your code, and as long as it is consistent, the rules you use are not important. Another bad habit is to leave a large chunk of the comment-out code that you
don't need anymore, but if you stay there. We all do this, but it's good to skim through the code every day or so and delete the comment-out section - you'll never need it again!03. Using inconsistencies in upper and lower case some languages is sensitive to cases, and other languages are not, but the language in which you write must be consistent with how you use capital and
lower case letters in variable and function names. Novice programmers often create variables with one case like var score = 5, and then try to see another case later - if (score &gt; 3)- wonder why their code doesn't run. In addition, some programmers move between different languages, which bring the rules of one language to another, rather than respecting the style rules of the
new language. In JavaScript, functions and variable names should use camel cases - namelowerand capitalletters like this and start the first word with each additional word: myvariable name, bestScore, winnerName. Other languages may have rules that separate words from underscores, but it seems strange when you see the words used in JavaScript.04 Bad variables and
feature names we can laugh at variable names like the java programmer's long wind class and the famous abstract single proxy factory Bian, but there are actually some really good cases where short abbreviations write longer and descriptive variable names instead. The intent of the code becomes much clearer, and there are two different variables with the same name in
different locations, which can be confusing or break the code. In JavaScript, where file size is a problem, the shorter the variable name, the more controversial it is, but it should not be abbreviated to the point of loss. Meaning – and you can always use miniatures to get down to size. Even if dyslexia, like me, the worst crime of variable naming is to make a spelling mistake in a
variable name. It is difficult enough to remember the variable name without remembering any spelling mistakes. Another common bad habit is to create a slang variable name. While researching this article, I looked back at some old code I wrote eight years ago and found all sorts of crimes, including slang variable names like numPlayaz and deliberately suspended feet and
entertained myself by a relatively inexperienced programmer (though i've already programmed for 4 years!), including slang variable names like numPlayaz. Iain, why would you do that?! Nowadays, I have formed my own set of naming conventions. For example, whenever I track the number of things I have, I always write numThings, and when I track the index of something (e.g.
the location of the array), I always use things. It's such a small custom to wonder what you call an old project when you return to an old project. I'm a big fan of self-documented code – namely variables, features and class names, and other developers without long comments on the entire architecture (and future self!) The code that passes the meaning of the code. However, you
will also see an annotations that flag solutions to specific problems that may not be particularly obvious. But you do not have to, however, is to write comments like this: score += 5; Add 5 to the score. Instead of documenting your code, you can explain how programming works. This may be a useful exercise when you write your first program, but you don't have to hang on to .06.
You can't really blame this newbie for not knowing the full expressive power of the language, as it only comes with experience, but once you get a year or two into programming, it's really time to start learning some of the less common operators - they are incredibly useful. For example, here are a few things in swat:! - Non-operators that are marked with exclamation points can
reverse the value of boolean. For example, let's take x = !x. When x begins to contain value falsehoods, true is now included, and vice versa. You can also use it in conditions such as: if (live)- this is the same as writing (alive = false), but A little less input.% - called modulo, the % operator has nothing to do with the percentage. In one line like this: var life = is not? 5 : 3; 07. The
confusion between languages, frameworks, platforms, and IDEsHTML is a tag language, not a styling language when you start learning programming, especially Web programming, and can be bombarded with other languages, frameworks, and IDEs, so let's quickly resolve common misconceptions. First, you don't want to pedal too much, and HTML and CSS are not
programming languages. HTML is a markup language and CSS is a styling language. They have good skills, but if you write HTML and CSS, it's not technically programmed. For front-end Web programming, the language is JavaScript. All the classes during the first few weeks of my college course, students say Java when it means JavaScript. This is understandable - the name
JavaScript is now an unfortunate bit of cross-promotion with Java, which has caused a ripple of chaos for almost two decades! Java, JavaScript and jQuery are usually confusing to other common confusion, when you see the relationship between javascript code, JavaScript and jQuery with all the examples of $(#thing). The jQuery library makes it much easier to work with
JavaScript, but it's a good idea to remember that it's your own language, not part of JavaScript. Another misconception is that you think you're connected to an IDE created by HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Unless you're using something like a Dreamweaver template, code is just standard plain text that you can open and edit in another IDE or text editor, or even in notepad, whether
you're using an IDE! If you are working in a statically typed language, such as Java, C# or ActionScript3, you should use a debugger. These languages provide really detailed errors combined with debuggers, which can help you easily track bugs in your code. If you're working with JavaScript, while you don't have as much debugging power as you have, there's still more than just a
warning () to help you. Chrome has a dictionary of valuable developer tools that can describe code errors in detail, as well as console.log() output.09 Not backing up your workPhrase I just lost [X] time work should be in the developer's vocabulary! Now there are so many good tools for automatic backup and version control, even if you have major computer malfunctions, fires,
robberies or other minor disasters, there is really no excuse to lose anything. Having worked in the Dropbox folder, which automatically backs up all my files and comes with version history - and when working with other developers or on open source projects, I also check my code with svn repository or Github. All of these tools have free use options.10. I think you know everything
Here is the one I've been guilty of for so long, it's an easy mistake to make. After a lot of persistence, you will finally write some code that actually works! Before you feel more confident and too long Stuff to your friends and you feel you can take on the world! This is awesome, and you should finally enjoy the feeling that your computer can do what you want. But while you smile
your face, banging the line after the lines of the code, don't forget that you're still just learning. Maybe it's time to look back and start reflecting on the old code. Where do you understand 100 percent of your code and only copy paste? Maybe now is the time to explore the features marked don't touch and figure out what the hell is doing. I've been coding for 13 years, and I feel like
I've still scratched the surface in many ways.11 Bonus mistakes! If you think that conditionality should include comparisons, even a few experienced programmers rub it in the wrong way, so we left this until the end. The following code is: If (myBoolean == true). This is actually one of those unharmed mistakes, but it shows a lack of understanding of how the programming language
works. Parentheses that follow the if keyword should always include a true or false value. We often compare the two values of the bracket to get this boolean like (x&lt; 200). Here, x&lt; 200 is resolved to either true or false, depending on the x value. However, if you already have a true or false value, such as myBoolean, you can create a (myBoolean). (This problem gets more
complicated in JavaScript with rules that use ====, but you can leave worms on other days!) I wish you enjoyed my list – remember, it's okay to find tricky programming – it's tricky. Happy programming! Words: Iain Robrob designs and develops games at Studio Rob Games. After much success in developing high-quality games with Flash for customers such as EA, Cartoon
Network, and Adult Swim, we recently shifted our technology focus to Unity. Follow Iain on Twitter. Good thing about this? Read this! These!
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